
Delwar Support Group 
 
Mr Delwar Hossain is the name of a 
brave Hero in the community! 
He is very punctual, honest, truthful, 
loyal and kind man! 
He is leaving in Sydney more or less 
two decade & maintains a good 
Relationship with both local and his 
own (Bangladesh) community in 
Sydney Australia. 

 
Our Hero Mr Delwar Hossain 
 
Mr Delwar is front line leader of so 
many organisations in Australia. 
People respect him in the community 
for his endless efforts to the 
community Betterment. He is the 
Convenor of Bangladesh Nationalist 
Party of Australia(B.N.P) Inc. 
Mr Delwar is the name of Social 
Diamond. He had opportunity to 
Help people in the various sections in 
different place & times. 
 

Mr Delwar was working in the “Unity 
Grammar College in Austral”. He 
found Gas was leaking and was 
Unattended! 
 
He saw & made his mind to tight up 
that gas to save the school kids as a 
result of he himself burnt full body 
badly& flew (airlifted) to Royal North 
Shore Hospital. 
 
At this stage  it should not be too much 
if we  call Mr Delwar-“Man of the 
year” or “Hero” or “Hero of the year” 
or “Hero of 2010” or “Hero of 
Australia” or “Man of Sydney 2010”. 
 
Yesterday (Friday12-02-2010) in the 
morning he had an operation & still in 
critical Condition. 
 
To save innocent kids Mr Delwar has 
been victimise now! 
 
We all ask almighty Allah SWT (who 
is our creator) to return for Mr Delwar  
as a normal life with a new hope at the 
same time we wish proper 
investigation would able to find out 
real cause of that nasty gas explosion !   
 
Please find some national media news 
from Australia about Delwar Hossain. 
 
Thank you very much for your support, 
please drop some line -
(Delwar.bnp.convenor.support. 
group@gmail.com) 
 if you like to comment about it that 
would be appreciate able. 
Best Regard 
 
Delwar Support Group 
 
delwar.bnp.convenor.support.group
@gmail.com
 
Sydney, Australia 
13/02/2010 
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